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About This Game

In 199X, you control Clara. That's the problem.

The doctors say she's delusional, but you both know that can't be true. The two of you need to explore Delilah, the town where
Clara lives. You need to navigate her messy, personal relationships. Most of all, you need to find a cure. And beat the game.

199X is a 2-3 hour narrative adventure, split into seven playable days. It is written by Evan Tognotti, and features a full-length
original soundtrack from acoustic weirdo Kearney.

Play 199X. Help you help herself.

---

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

"199X advertises itself as a 'game without mechanics,' which is probably because it is another crappy Steam Greenlight game
made in RPG Maker. It is a 'lightly interactive' game (aka players basically press the arrow keys) and features a whooping one
protagonist. Again, this is because this is a horrible excuse for a 'game' made using a horrible excuse for a 'game engine.' Not
only that, but the developer of this game has the utter gall to charge for this couple hour 'interactive experience.' Although is

(sic) is only $2 US, it is still disgusting people are being charged for this crap." - Lusipurr.com
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"There is also quite a bit of social justice in this game which makes parts feel a little bit like a (sic) 'educational game' or
propaganda... don't expect any male characters to have any depth or role in the plot, it's all about the ladies and the male

characters are there for window dressing." - A Steam reviewer
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Title: 199X
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Evan Tognotti
Publisher:
Evan Tognotti
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2014
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What a game! It's perfect, I'll gladly recommend it.. AN AWFUL DISASTER OF A GAME HATE IT ABSOLUTELY HATE
IT 10/10. Great game if you want to play some craps outside of Vegas. Feels like you're back in the casino. If only they could
make someone to bring me drinks.. Super meat boyish platformer with some unique mechanics and objectives
n\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Has multiplayer too.
Will make you use your brain. 6\/10. This game is awesome. The graphic is perfect and sounds are so real and scary. Characters
are all well designed, and I like the control of the game. I liked my little phone in the game. It's such a unique idea to have a
little cute phone in game. I purchased it today and I'm already in love with it. It's so addictive. Can't say that it's the best horror
game but I can definitley say that it's among the bests. definitley worth the price. I don't regret:). Great deal! 7 Day's premium,
1000 Credits, 3 Awesome rods, Hooks, Line and Bait, All for $7! How could you pass on this?. I thought the char are earn to
get, but i was wrong, its pay to get, im sorry
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I'll admit this one's a bit of a challenge to drive, but you'll get used to it after some practice in Quick Drive. People gripe about
the chuffing sounds. Me: it passes well enough for me. People complain about the lamps. Me: nowhere was it ever said in the
advertisements or the manual that you could change the lamps. Also this is an old model with a facelift, before someone thought
about making changeable lamps. If it's not advertised, why be disappointed?
Personally I think I can find some use for this, especially the double-chimney version for services on the S&D.
Does it have flaws? Yes. What dlc doesn't? Can it be enjoyable? Well, it is what you make of it.. So there's a lof of things done
right in this platforming game:

+ Beautiful level design
+ Underwater levels which remind me of Donke Kong Country and thus, are fun
+ Great controls and visuals
+ The music is at least decent
+ The game offers a lot of content. Time Trial, Hardcore mode, bonus levels.. you can find anything!

But of course, there are also a few negative aspects about this game. Which ones you ask? Well I'm so glad you asked, so here
they are:

- The bonus levels are always the same and thus, bore quite quickly
- If you fail a bonus level, you have to kill yourself in order to be able to retry
- There are no explanations nor a manual in the game whatsoever. If you forget how to do several things, you're on your own
- The moving speed is too slow

I'd still recommend this game to platformer fans, though. If you liked New Super Mario Bros, Banjo-Kazooie or any game
similar, you will love this.
. Enjoyed the game. Gameplay is something like a grim Stanley Parable, you just make choice in key situations. Atmosphere in
the game is crafted really well, full of loneliness and despair of post-apocalyptic world.. ENG:
Problems with the game:
1. There are no players.
2. The tutorial does not show how to play.
P.S. Board game is interesting. Excellent graphics.

RUS:
\u041f\u0440\u043e\u0431\u043b\u0435\u043c\u044b \u0441 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u0439:
1. \u041d\u0435\u0442 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u043e\u043a\u043e\u0432.
2. \u0412 \u0443\u0447\u0435\u0431\u043d\u0438\u043a\u0435 \u043d\u0435
\u043f\u043e\u043a\u0430\u0437\u0430\u043d\u043e, \u043a\u0430\u043a \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c.
P.S. \u041d\u0430\u0441\u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u043d\u0430\u044f. \u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0444\u0438\u043a\u0430.. Good quality loco, very nice sound. I love the concept and believe it has some
real potential. It's in the early stages and am excited for the end result. I'm going to give it a thumbs up. With the proper
tweaking it will be an enjoyable experience indeed! Something I would like to touch on is the camera control. If you could use
the same camera control mechanics as Train Fever that would be just splendid!!. This DLC is ruuuuined by the last song, 'We're
That Perfect Storm.' It sounds nostalgic to the point I want to vomit, and this is coming from a guy who used to listen to the
Eagles. Let's just say I've gained a thorough appreciation for the skip song button. Shame because I really enjoy the other tracks.
It'd be nice if in the launcher you didn't have to check off the whole entire DLC, but rather individual songs.
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